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We want to know what’s happening
The more we know, the better prepared we are
Combining Data adds synergy
Automatically Generate Alarms and Warnings
Combining Data for Alarms



Gives us more Quality Time
The alternative is to go all over the ship to 
make adjustments 
Or go to the ship



Distributed 
Each Device has it’s own gauges

No Sharing of
Data
Results in 
multiple 
sensors
No Ability to 
Merge Data.



NMEA 0183
One Talker,  multiple listener on one cable. 
Extendable through multiplexers.
Defined Messages allows different manufacturers to 
share data.
Good for small systems.
Complex wiring for well integrated systems.
Well established standard.





Ethernet
High Data Rates.
No message priorities.
Great for Video, Internet Access etc.
No message standards for Interoperability
Everything wires to a central hub.
Well established standard.



NMEA 2000®

Designed to be the successor to NMEA 0183
Multiple Talker, Multiple Listener on one cable
Power and data on same cable.
Compact defined message structure reduces 
bandwidth requirements and allows interoperability.
Standard Connectors (NMEA Approved)
Devices may be approved by NMEA.

Beware of “Works with NMEA 2000®”.
Well established standard (2002)

Based on SAE standard CanBus (1986)





Proposed Workflow



Customer Needs
What must be monitored?

Device Selection
What Devices do we need to monitor those values?

Design
How do we connect them together?

Configuration
How do we configure the devices?

Installation
Tips



Document the Workflow
Process will take several Weeks to Years
Record Design Decisions along the way
Record Labels and Serial Numbers

Automate the Workflow as much as possible
Print Bills of Materials
Print Design Reports
Print Configuration Tables
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Thousands of data values can be monitored
Choose what is important
Work systematically from a list.



For each System Type
Identify what Parameters you want to monitor
Identify quantities.



For each System
Identify basic Parameters.
Label the System
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NMEA2000® lets to mix and match between 
vendors

Research what different vendors offer.
Have a list of your favorite devices for each 
parameter, and know what data they can provide.
Can be automated.
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NMEA2000® does three things
Supplies Power.
Supplies Data.
Protects against Electrical Noise

These are INDEPENDENT of each other
These are COMBINED in the same cable



Data Pair

Power Pair

Shield

Shield



Each device on the network must receive 
sufficient Voltage and Current

Long cables have large Voltage Drops
Thin cables have large Voltage Drops
More devices mean more Current means large 
Voltage Drops
Batteries don’t always supply 12V.

NMEA has strict rules to keep the voltages in limits
Devices must be able to work at 9V – 15V
Common Mode Voltage < 2.5V





If there is not enough Voltage at some Devices
Move the Power Source - recalculate
Use thicker wires - recalculate
Feed Power at more than one Point - recalculate



Noise from Outside
Echoes from the network itself

From the ends
From each connector
From each device

NMEA has strict rules to keep the echoes in 
limits

Not more than 50 devices
One backbone, correctly terminated, < 100 or 250 m
No loops
Cumulative Branch Length < 78m



If there are more than 50 devices
Split the network into 2 (or more)
Each network has it’s own power
Add a Network Bus Extender to bridge the data 
between the networks.









Backbone
Is it Correctly terminated?
Are there no loops?
Is there more than 50 nodes?
Is it less than 250m long? 
(100m if Micro Cabling is used)

Is the Cumulative Branch Length < 78m?
Can the Power Pair handle the current?
Does each Device get at least 9V on the Power 
Pair?

Repeat when battery is at 10.5 Volts.



Use a USB Bridge to get it to a Computer
Use an Ethernet Gateway to get it on to the 
Vessel’s Ethernet Network



No standard exists
Requires a Server to feed data to other 
Computers



Use common Ethernet Protocols
Alongside : Allow access to your Server through 
Marina’s Wireless network.



Use common Ethernet Protocols
At Sea: Allow access to your Server through Satellite 
Network.



Define the Path so that the Viewer can find the 
Server.

Use Port Forwarding from a Router that has a Public, 
Static Address

Make use of a Dedicated Hosting Service
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Each Device has an address
Automatically assigned

Each Data Type has an Instance Number
May be allocated to the Device.
May require an instance number for each data value

(e.g. A device monitoring 3 temperatures will require 3 
instance numbers)

Cannot have more than one device transmitting the 
same instance number for one Data Type.
Can be automated.



Use information captured in the Design Phase
Keep good records
Textual descriptions help you remember what you 
planned to do.
Label diagrams

Cables
Devices

Create Configuration Tables that match the 
Tool that you will use to do the Configuring.

No standard to Configure Devices – each 
manufacturer has their own tool.





Create a small Network in your Offices
Connect One Device at a Time.
Record Serial Number
Configure

Labels
Instance Numbers
Installation
Descriptions

Label Device
physically
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Cables
Use pre-made cables wherever possible.
Except where small holes make it impossible to pass 
the connectors through.
Use different colors (Blue & Gray) for different 
networks.
Label the cables on the drawings, and then 
physically on each end.



Devices
Use the Installation Descriptions that can be stored 
electronically in the Device.

Have a company standard on how these fields are used.
Match this with a physical label.
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NMEA2000® is a stable networking standard 
for vessels, that is becoming more used every 
year
The learning curve is significant, but worth 
getting trained for.
There are free tools available to do all the 
complicated calculations.
You want to know what is happening on your 
Vessel – with NMEA2000®, you can get 
whatever information you need.
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